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Welcome to the workshop!

Here’s how we can have a great time together:

● Please read and respect our Friendly Space Policy: w.wiki/5Fsc 

● This workshop is recorded on Youtube

● People who signed up as active participants can turn on 
their microphone and camera - however, please keep 
your microphone muted when you’re not speaking

● Everyone can ask questions & add comments 
in the chat (make sure you select “to everyone”)

● Feel free to join the Celtic Knot Telegram groups: w.wiki/5FqK 

https://w.wiki/5Fsc
https://w.wiki/5FqK


Agenda

● What is Databox and how does it work? (15min)

● How to install Databox on a wiki? (35min)

● Break (5min)

● How to add Databox on articles? (20min)

● Q&A (35min)

● Conclusion & how to stay in touch (5min)



What is Databox and how does it 
work?



● A Databox (Plural Databoxes) is a sidebox within a book 
or article, containing illustrative data or structured data.

● It links Wikidata items to Wikipedia articles. 







What are the differences?

What do you notice?

What are the advantages of using Databox?



Why should you use Databox

● To give simple structured data

● To display data curated and updated by a broader community

● To ensure articles are linked to Wikidata

● To make Wikipedia articles look beautiful!



How to install Databox on a wiki?



All you need to get started on Databox
1. Install a Module Databox
2. Install a Template Databox
3. Install a Generic Template Databox

Example: Copy from Dagbani Wikipedia

Create on Tyap Wikipedia

https://dag.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sol%C9%94%C9%A3u
https://kcg.wikipedia.org/






Module Databox code

1. Find an existing Module Databox code
2. Copy and paste it in the Module Databox you want to create
3. Publish!

https://dag.wikipedia.org/wiki/Module:Databox




Template Databox code

1. Find an existing Template Databox code
2. Copy and paste it in the Template Databox you want to create
3. Publish!

https://dag.wikipedia.org/wiki/T%C9%9Bmplet:Databox




Databox Generic Template code

1. Find an existing Module Databox code
2. Copy and paste it in the Module Databox you want to create
3. Publish!

https://dag.wikipedia.org/wiki/T%C9%9Bmplet:Databox_generic


Let’s do it!

Now is your time to try reproducing these steps and installing Databox 
on your wiki! (30min)

If several people come from the same wiki: please work together :)

Active participants can unmute their microphone and share their 
screen, all participants can ask questions in the chat.

When you’re done, please add the link to your Databox module page 
here: w.wiki/5HHq 

https://w.wiki/5HHq


Let’s take a break!
Stand up, get a class or water or some fresh air, 

we’ll be back in 5min



How to add Databox on articles?









Let’s do it!

Now is your time to try reproducing these steps and adding Databox to 
a few articles your wiki! (20min)

If several people come from the same wiki: please work together :)

Active participants can unmute their microphone and share their 
screen, all participants can ask questions in the chat.

When you’re done, please add the links to the pages you edited here: 
w.wiki/5HHq 

https://w.wiki/5HHq


Q&A: feel free to ask questions 
in the chat



Wrap-up

Please add the links to your Databox installation here: w.wiki/5HHq 

To learn more about Databox:

● How to install Databox (PDF)
● How to add databox by Dnshitobu (video)
● Working with sitelinks by Masssly (video)

Stay in touch on Telegram

● Databox users Telegram group:  bit.ly/3QoJN5J
● Celtic Knot Telegram groups: w.wiki/5FqK 

Workshop about properties translations starting at 12:00 UTC!

https://w.wiki/5HHq
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MgxmJd_t8O45q5l5uvvuMHCWCaFEHZ3mYOv5b4R1jto/edit#heading=h.nliyf0769h7q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXT8Pt9MLa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DaodARuI5Q&t=27s
https://bit.ly/3QoJN5J
https://w.wiki/5FqK


Thanks for your 
attention!

Get in touch with us:
Mohammed Kamal-Deen Fuseini
fuseinikamaldeen@gmail.com
Twitter: @naporooshitobu

Sadik Shahanu
sadik@art+feminism.org
Twitter: @Sadike25 


